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After Meeting Pope, Communist Castro Considers
Catholicism
After meeting with Pope Francis at the
Vatican this month, Cuban dictator Raùl
Castro was apparently so impressed that he
claimed to be considering joining the
Catholic Church. The May 10 audience
lasted just under an hour but generated
headlines — and criticism — around the
world. Leader of Cuba’s dissident “Ladies in
White” movement Berta Soler lambasted
Castro’s comments about becoming Catholic
as “a joke” — and for good reason, as
Communism and Christianity are inherently
opposed to each other. But the implications
of the meeting are no laughing matter. 

According to news reports, Pope Francis plans to visit Cuba in September, and the younger Castro
tyrant has promised to attend his masses. “When the pope goes to Cuba in September, I promise to go
to all his Masses, and with satisfaction,” Castro said at a press conference. “I read all the speeches of
the pope, his commentaries, and if the pope continues this way, I will go back to praying and go back to
the church, and I’m not joking … I am from the Cuban Communist Party, that doesn’t allow (religious)
believers, but now we are allowing it, it’s an important step.”

In discussing the pontiff, Castro said he had been “very impressed by his wisdom, his modesty, and all
his virtues that we know he has.” Even his meeting this month was special, as audiences with the Pope
on Sundays are very rare. Reuters reported the unusual exception was granted by the pope because
Castro was returning to Cuba from Moscow and had the opportunity to stop in Rome while en route.

While the publicity photos of the papal audience project positive images, recent reports of Cuban
refugee escapes paint a very different picture. This past Labor Day six men, escapees from Cuba,
landed on South Padre Island in Texas. They made their perilous 1,200 mile voyage in a 14-foot wooden
boat. An article posted on the New York Times website on October 9, 2014 related details of recent
escapes from Cuba. One such escape by Leonardo Heredia was his ninth attempt. Heredia and 21
friends made a boat from scrap stainless steel and plastic foam. They powered it with a Toyota engine
and navigated with a hand-held GPS.

The same article featured an interview with escapee Yannio La O, who teamed up with 31 others to
escape from the workers’ paradise in a home-made boat. According to La O, nine of them, one a
pregnant woman, died and had to be cast overboard. Six of them got on inner tubes and are
unaccounted for. Two more died after making shore. La O said he survived by eating fish he had
speared and drinking urine. Drinking seawater would have been fatal. Despite the ordeal, La O was
quoted in the article saying, “I would tell anyone in Cuba to come. It’s better to die on your feet than
live on your knees.”

Reverend Rafael Cruz, father of U.S. Senator Ted Cruz (R-Texas), was the guest speaker at a meeting of
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the Carrollton Tea Party in Carrollton, Texas on September 23, 2014. Rev Cruz related in detail one of
the tricks used by the Castro regime in Cuba to indoctrinate kindergarten children against God. The
pseudo-scientific proof that there is no God consists of having the children pray unsuccessfully to God
for candy and then successfully make the same prayer to Fidel Castro. In other words, government is
seeking to replace God, he explained.

Reverend Cruz also mentioned his contact with Virginia Prodan, who confirmed this practice was used
by the Ceausescu regime in Romania. How these worldviews can be consistent with Christianity is a
mystery. As Pope Pius XI put it, “No one can be at the same time a sincere Catholic and a true
socialist.”

Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI visited the enslaved island of Cuba in 2012 and had harsh words about
communism, too. “Today it is evident that Marxist ideology in the way it was conceived no longer
corresponds to reality,” the Pope told reporters on the plane before his visit. “In this way we can no
longer respond and build a society.”

He also said he was close to those “deprived of freedom,” widely interpreted as a reference to the
communist regime’s scores of political prisoners and dissidents, before offering the church’s assistance
to Cuba in transitioning toward “authentic freedom.” “We want to help in a spirit of dialogue to avoid
traumas and to help move forward a society which is fraternal and just, which is what we desire for the
whole world,” he said. “It is obvious that the Church is always on the side of freedom, on the side of
freedom of conscience, of freedom of religion, and we contribute in this sense.”

Critics, including many conservative Catholics, have expressed concerns over some of Pope Francis’
rhetoric, and, more recently, his joining with the United Nations “sustainability” crowd. Whether or not
he will be as firm as his predecessor on Cuba remains to be seen. Perhaps an even bigger question,
though, is whether Castro is willing to acknowledge that God — not his murderous communist regime —
is supreme and sovereign.

Photo of Raul Castro with Pope Francis: AP Images
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